
Hello! Hola! Hiya! Konnichiwa! Ni Hao! Namaste!
What an amazing and adventurous month we had
exploring and discovering different parts of the
world! Whether we were taste testing different
foods or creating cultural art masterpieces, the
Branchers were busy, busy, busy taking it all in and
enjoying every minute of it!
First stop: MEXICO!
Spanish is the language spoken in Mexico, so the
Branchers were beyond excited when they made the
discovery that they already knew some Spanish of
their own! Whether it was counting to 10, singing
our ‘Thank You’ song or just simply saying hello,
our Branchers were speaking Spanish daily. As we
embarked on our grand adventure, we discovered
that Mexico’s culture is bursting with beautiful
colors, wonderful celebrations and delicious food.
To take part in hands-on learning, we made
sensational sombreros, textured cacti, and our very
own homemade flour tortillas straight from an
authentic tortilla press! Mexico didn’t disappoint!
Pack your bags, we’re off to ENGLAND!
Our trip to England was packed with so much
information and history. We discussed and
discovered many different grand buildings and
architecture. One of the most intriguing was The
Elizabeth Tower aka The Clock Tower. The
Branchers discovered that inside the tower was a
grandiose bell named Big Ben along with many
other interesting and intriguing facts centered
around the famous landmark. We discussed
different ways of travel in the busy cities with the
double decker buses being the most popular. It is
always fun to incorporate different art activities
with our discoveries, so creating our own clock
towers (with moving hands) and buses (with
moving tires) were a must! Our trip to England
wouldn't be complete without a tea (decaf) taste
test! What a sweet way to end our fun filled trip!
Next stop: JAPAN!
There is no better way to explore and discover than
through the eyes of a child and while in Japan, we
did just that! Kodomo No Hi which is also known

as ‘Children’s Day’ was first on our bucket list to
discover! This holiday is all about celebrating and
honoring each child’s strengths, accomplishments,
happiness and wishing them well! On this 5th day
of the 5th month of each year, Koinobori (carp
kites) are flown in honor and recognition of
children! So of course, we created our very own
‘fish flags’. While visiting Japan, we also discussed
many different foods and specialties, one in
particular was sushi. Although the Branchers didn't
partake in sushi eating, they did however taste the
seaweed which cases sushi rolls. The Branchers
soon realized it is quite an acquired taste! Our trip
to Japan was so informative,
enlightening and was truly enjoyable

Welcome to CHINA!
Wow…China was a trip for the books! While
visiting and exploring China and all it has to offer,
the Branchers were rather busy learning about the
wonderful culture, bright traditions and  celebrations,
towering mountains and of course The Great Wall!
After discussing the Chinese New Year, creating fire
breathing dragons and paper plate drums were next
on our list of things to do! Because the Chinese New
Year hopes to bring good fortune, happiness and
growth, we decorated our classroom with beautiful
paper lanterns and flags. We put our fine motor skills
to the test as we practiced using chopsticks and we
ended our fantastic week rather lucky and sweet as
we opened and ate fortune cookies!
Last Stop: INDIA!
Although this stop was rather brief, it definitely
wasn't lacking excitement and wonder! While
visiting beautiful India, the Taj Mahal was a must.
The marbled majestic building had all of the
Branchers in awe! Another awe moment was
discussing a Hindu festival: Holi. The festival is to
celebrate Spring, love and colors. Oh the colors...so
beautiful! We then put our Holi inspiration to work
as each Brancher created their very own Holi
masterpieces using colorful chalk and water.
Traveling throughout India made us quite hungry,



so Naan was certainly appreciated at the end of our
travels.
February is sure to be yet another fun month for us
in the Branch classroom, as we will be learning,
discussing and discovering teeth and dental care!
Did you know that February is National Children’s
Dental Health month? The dental study is going to
be nothing but amazing! Let the learning begin!

-Ms. Heather & Ms. Gracen




